
Semicolons 

1. What does a semicolon do?
2. Know when to select a semicolon



What does a semicolon do?

Good question…

   A semicolon is often used instead of full stop.

   A semicolon can also be used to separate items in a ‘complicated’ list.

   Semicolons do not replace commas and cannot be used instead of a 
colon.



Instead of a full stop

The old man had a strange high-pitched voice; his 
voice wobbled around in the heavens.

Occasionally, we have two main clauses (see clauses presentation) that are closely linked together 
by subject matter. Using a comma would not be a correct way to ‘link’ the sentences, but we do not 
want the strong separation provided by a full stop. This is when we’d use a semicolon.

Firstly, we have two main 
clauses here. On either side 
of the semicolon there is a 

subject and a verb. (old 
man/had and 

voice/wobbled)

Secondly, there is no 
conjunction. We would never 

use a semicolon with a 
conjunction. It would be 

incorrect to write ‘voice; and 
his …’

Lastly, the two main clauses 
discuss subject matter that is 

very closely linked. The 
description is enhanced here by 
avoiding the large pause that a 
full stop would have provided.



To separate items in a list

The following food was listed on the menu: risotto, with a 
mushroom topping; pizza, with garlic and basil; and chocolate 
fondue.

We are very familiar with using commas to separate items in a list but semicolons can also be used, 
when the list is particularly ‘complicated’.

Menu
1. Risotto, with a 

mushroom topping
2. Pizza, with garlic 

and basil
3. Chocolate fondue

Writing out this menu in a 
continuous list is a tricky task. 
Each of the items on the menu 

already contains a comma. If we 
then use commas to separate 
each item, we are going to get 

very confused!

Instead, we can use semicolons 
to separate the items.This avoids 

the confusion of adding extra 
commas to items that already 

contain commas. The semicolons 
show us where each item begins 

and ends.



Uses of semicolons

Instead of a full stop In a ‘complicated’ list

1) If you have two main clauses 
that are closely ‘linked’ by 
subject matter, then it is 
appropriate to use a semicolon

2) The semicolon creates less of a 
pause than a full stop

3) DO NOT use a semicolon with a 
conjunction

1) Occasionally, a list can be a little 
‘complicated’, especially if items 
in the list already contain a 
comma. This is when it’s 
appropriate to separate items 
with a semicolon

2) The semicolon makes it clear 
where items begin and end

Can you remember when it’s best to use a semicolon? 



Is the semicolon used correctly?

Correct (the semicolon is joining 

two main clauses)

A semicolon has been used correctly in some sentences, and incorrectly in 
others. Can you tell the difference?

Incorrect (commas would be 

more appropriate)

Correct (this is a ‘complicated’ 

list)

Correct (the semicolon is joining 

two main clauses)

The man had toothache; his teeth were throbbing!

The days he’s available are as follows: Mondays; 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

The activities included the following: rock climbing, 
with a hike; orienteering, with a nature talk; and 
sailing.
I explored the cave; which was huge.

The lady enjoyed dancing; her shoes were always 
worn away.

Incorrect (The semicolon is 

joining a main and subordinate clause)



C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S!

You have successfully completed a HIIT 5 min 
grammar session… go you!

For more information and some 
amazing resources, head to 

aishathetutor.com


